Case study

Bukalapak achieved its initial goal
within the first month of its
partnership with Appnext, hitting a
10% purchase rate from new users

About Bukalapak
Bukalapak is a leading online marketplace in Indonesia that provides a means
of buying and selling from consumers to consumers. Anyone can open an
online store at Bukalapak, which is one of Indonesia’s largest unicorns, and
serve buyers from all over the country.
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To grow the

Bukalapak wanted to partner with a
mobile marketing platform that could

number of active

propel it to become the go-to app in

buyers and increase

the e-commerce vertical. As well as
growing its user base, it wanted to

transaction rates

increase the number of transactions
being made through its online stores,
while keeping customer acquisition
cost below an agreed amount.
Bukalapak’s data shows that Android
dominates the market in Indonesia, so
Appnext’s Android-specific
technology made it the perfect fit.
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Appnext is working with top OEM
brands and the world's largest
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coupled with the patent 'Timeline'
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Technology dramatically increased
the effectiveness and results of
Bukalapak's campaigns.
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optimisation processes, Appnext was able to hit
Bukalapak’s purchase rate goal within the first
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week of the campaign. A

er several successful

months of ongoing campaigns, a unique purchase
metric was added to the optimisation strategy to
which boosted results even further.
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target new users via

roprietary AI-based technology

app recommendations shown

and predictive analytics to

directly on-device.

accurately recommend Bukalapak
via dynamic engagements,
presented at relevant moments
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during the mobile ourney of
potential users.
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Appnext delivered Bukalapak’s initial
goal within the first month, hitting a
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10% purchase rate from new users.
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Appnext was able to acquire high-
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quality paying users while also helping

users three months a

to boost Bukalapak’s ranking during
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the campaign. Bukalapak reached the
top ranking for free apps in the
Indonesian
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organic installs. Appnext continues to
drive acquisition of high-quality new
users at the lowest possible price for

transaction growth
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Appnext as a

A platform exceeded our expectations of increasing

buyer rate while also delivering transaction growth. This was achieved
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through the highly adaptive strategy optimi ed towards market supply
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and demand.
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Appnext is the largest independent app discovery platform, offering the only
recommendation engine on the market, encompassing both in-app and ondevice discovery. Appnext discovery platform powers
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B daily app
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recommendations via over 10 Thousand mobile touchpoints
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Appnext Timeline is a patented user intelligence technology that turns
behavioral data into app recommendations by predicting the type of app

:

users are likely to use next Apps are suggested at a myriad of points during
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the mobile user’s daily ourney, resulting in personali ed advertising that
converts

.
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Appnext has partnered with leading OEMs who have integrated our unique
recommendation engine directly into their devices. Through these
partnerships, companies like Bukalapak can achieve continuous
engagements with high-intent users via exclusive on-device placements,
while mobile users can discover apps and services exactly when needed,
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intuitively and e

appnext.com

ciently.

